
 

Reception EYFS Home Learning – Week beginning 

23.3.20 

 

Reading 
 
 
 
 
 

Please read your child’s reading books at home regularly 
throughout the week. At the back of the reading book there are 
some wonderful ideas to do with your child. 
 
This week’s challenge is for your child to become a ‘digraph 
detective!’ They will need to spot the digraphs in the text E.g ‘ee’ 
in the word deep.  You can find more of the digraphs the 
children have been learning on their phase 3 sound mat. 
 
Please see an example of the sound mat below. 
 
 

  

Literacy 
 
 
 
 

Our topic this term is growing. We have been reading the story 
Jack and the beanstalk. If you have the story Jack and the 
beanstalk at home share this with your child. If not please click on 
the link (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VCpAYajmvo) and you will 
be able to watch the story on you tube. 
 
Discuss the characters in the story and see if your child can 
answer some of the following questions:- 

 What animal did Jack take to the market and why? 

 How did Jack’s mum react when Jack came back from the 
market? 

 What happened overnight? 

 Describe what Jack discovers at the top of the beanstalk? 

 How did the story end? 
 

With your child draw a picture of the giant.  
Challenge 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VCpAYajmvo


Can you write words to describe the giant? E.g bad, mean, scary, 
fierce, big, lonely, greedy, fat, terrible, humongous, awful, . 
 
If your child is confident completing the above activity, please 
encourage them to write a sentence or sentences describing the 
giant. E.g He is big and bad. 
 
Key points 
 

 Remind your child to form their letters correctly  

 Capital letters at the beginning of a sentence 

 Full stops at the end of sentences 

 Finger spaces between words. 
 

Maths 
 
 
 
 
 

Encourage your child to count backwards and forwards up to 20. 
 
You can watch Jack Hartman’s video counting to 20 on you tube. 
You can click on the link below. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8 
 
 

In school we have been learning to solve addition problems. You 
could encourage your child to collect a group of practical objects 
(e.g. cars, socks, and cutlery) and then ask them to find more.  
 
E.g. “you have 6 cars and 2 more come, how many do you have 
altogether?”  
 
Challenge 
You could encourage your child to record their addition problems 
as a number sentence: 6+2=8 
 
How many number sentences can your child think of? 
How many number sentences can they write? 
 

Foundation 
Subjects 

Creative- use junk around your house to make a beanstalk. 

               
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8


Understanding the world- why don’t you have a go at growing 
your very own beanstalk. Take a bean and place it on some 
cotton wool and water it every day and observe what happens. 
 

 
Gross motor skills- The children have been learning to move in a 
variety of ways. This week, your child can play the bean game. 
Here are some of the movements: 

 Jumping bean (jumping jacks) 

 Runner  bean (running on the spot) 

 Jelly bean (wobble on the spot) 
 
 

 


